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Introduction to 7854 Oscil-
loscope Measurement and
Programming Techniques

The TEKTRONIX 7854 Oscillo-
scope is an instrument designed
to open new vistas in bench-top
measurements. As a general-
purpose measurement tool, the
7854is first of all a high-perform-
ance oscilloscope with a 400
megahertz bandwidth (when used
with the 7A19 or 7A29 Amplifier
plug-in). The 7854 containsall
of the standard features of the
TEKTRONIX 7000-Series line of
oscilloscopes. But these features
address only the traditional
aspects of oscillography.

The greater vistas of the 7854
come from its waveform digi-
tizing capabilities and its micro-
processor-based measurement
features.

Waveform storage is no longer ac-
complished by employing special
phosphors on the CRT screen. The
7854 digitizes waveformsby taking
amplitude samples of the input
signal. These signal samples are
then stored in the 7854’s digital
memory, from which they can be
recalled for clear, crisp display on
the CRT screen (see figure 1). This
storage and recall process
eliminates the blooming and
fading problems of older screen
storage methods. But more impor-
tantly, 7854 digitizing and storage
techniques give you waveform
data with resolutions equivalent to
0.01 display divisions vertically
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Figure 2. Measurement key pads on the 7854 oscilloscope
and as much as0.01 display divi-
sions horizontally. That means at
least an order of magnitude im-

provement in data collection over
traditional visual techniques.

Even more important, though, is
the 7854’s ability to repeatably
pick specific data points from
waveforms. Take peak-to-peak
measurements as a simple exam-
ple. With a standard oscilloscope,CCCeee

a. Standard real-time oscilloscope
display

b. 7854 display of stored waveform
with computed data

Figure 1. Compare the displays in a andbfor information provided. The
real-time display shows the waveform with scale factors. The stored
waveform display includes the same information plus the vertical zero
reference (VZR is 0.004 divisions below center) and internally computed
waveform data such as peak-to-peak value (777.3 mV shownat bottom of
Figure b).
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the waveform display is positioned
to coincide with a convenient grat-
icule line. Then you start counting
divisions, rounding to tenths of a
division, and finish by multiplying
by a scale factor. (Try it with the
waveform in figure 1a. Do you
get about 780 millivolts?) With
the 7854, pressing the P-P button
yields the peak-to-peak amplitude
of the stored waveform. An inter-
nal microprocessor takes care
of all the division counting and
scaling (down to hundredths in-
stead of tenths of a division), then
displays the final result with the
stored waveform as shown in
figure 1b. And the microprocessor
doesit the same wayevery time.

That's just a simple example of

capabilities. As indicated in figure
2, the 7854 has a variety of push-
button routines available for com-
puting most standard waveform
parameters. And what’s more,
these routines can even be com-
bined into program sequences
that can be stored and called up
to perform multi-stepped analysis
tasks.



Basics ofeta iciaeie
/ Waveforms displayed on the 7854
Oscilloscope can bestored ina
digital memorysimilar to those

stored, it must be converted to a ~

—ee theoT _
“Digitizing, in the erples! sense, is
-amatter of finding the amplitudevalue of awaveformatasingle _
pointin time. For example, iEyou

puedo
reference. _- The 7854 digitizesae

‘display, graticule.
7 Digitizing with the 7854 isace
| complished electronically over. a

eachmajorvertical division into an

oseithedefaultmode, '

selected, default

usedin calculators and computers.
However, before a waveform can be ~
digital format. Thisis accomplished —

displaya waveform onan oscillo- a
_ Scopescreenanddetermineits amp- |

essentially along thosesamelines.The difference is thatitdoes itona _
‘muchfiner andmore accurate scale _

than is offered by an Peelliosoone .

averageof 102.3 minordivisionsor

S52ape

as isdone at 512 points equally
spacediin time, with point zerocor-__ responding to the left sideof the __

oscilloscope display, and point 511
corresponding to theright side. Op-
tionally, digitizing can be reduced |

_to 128 horizontal pointsper- waveformorincreased to 1024
~ horizontal points. This is doneientering the desired number of =pointsand then pressing the |
f >P/Wkeysonthe Waveform.Calculator.
Allof the points obiained by digiti-

zing awaveform’s vertical values are
stored inmemory in atabularformat.

_
Also stored along withthis“‘tableof_values” are the vertical andhorizon-tal scalefactors and zero-referenced

__ information associatedwith that -
-waveform.Allofthisdataisrefer-enced bya waveformaddress desig-natedas 0WFM, andwaveform digit
_ tizing andstorageisiladirected __ bes tove address. _. Digitizingand storing:aleiis. accomplished bypressing one of thestore keys,AQRorAVERAGE 100,for_ twoexamples. AQRcausesafull
complement of points (asingle copy

_ of the waveform)tobe digitized and
‘Stored inOWFM. The AVERAGEorAVG keys, however, cause multiple -

_ copiesof the waveform to betakenand an average copy to becomputed
_from these. This Process is referredto assignal averaging, and its benefitvertical range corresponding to five . 9 oo

divisionsaboveand fivedivisions
_below ‘the centerof the display. Fur-
thermore, thedigitizer can resolve _

isthat random components (noise, —

__ jitter,and other zero-mean pheno- _
mena) associated with waveforms

__

_ tend tobe averaged toward zero. In_ other words, signal averaging repeti- _

tive waveforms improves theirsignal-
_ to-noise ratio.

‘Standard

_

It should be pointedout that signal
averaging requires an additional
memory area for working space.
Waveform storage address 1 WFM —

is automatically used for this, and 0
WEFMis used for the final results ofaveraging.

Besides 0 WEM. cad1 WFM, there_are alsoa numberof other wave-
_ form storage areasavailable. These
__ areas are designated 2WFM,3_WFM,4 WPM, etc. Once a wave

__

form has been stored byAQR or
__ AVG,it should be transferred from
Oo WFM to another areaifthat
_ waveform datawill be needed afterother waveformacquisitions. eaningawaveform toone of these —

other areas, 2WFMfor example, is
donebyfirst keying in 0WFM andthen keying in 2 f >WFM.

The actual numberof waveform
_ storage areas thatcan be ad-
dressed is determined by both the

_ memory option installed and the—
___ humberof points per waveform.

_

Further information is provided in —

the ecnomnanying:st Format
Table. —
Once a eveionn ke

isaes:Or:- copied into a memory address, it
can berecalled fordisplay or opera-
tion on by the Waveform Calculator
functions. This is doneby first key-
ing in the addressof the waveform
(| WEM, 2 WEM,or whatever) and
then keying in the function (RMS,

—

__ MEAN,or whatever) to beper-formed onthe dataresiding at the
selecteda
diz | 1024
10 5

To explore multi-stepped analysis
tasks further, consider the prob-
lem of measuring pulse
parameters.
Storage is the First Step
Before a pulse or any other wave-
form can be analyzed, it must be
stored or held in position long
enough to be examined. Tradi-
tionally, synchronous triggering

and phosphor retention have
served to freeze waveform
images on oscilloscope CRTs
for observation.

The same tradition is followed with
the 7854 whenit is operated in
the scope display mode. In fact,
that is the first step in digital
storage with the 7854: putit in

SCOPE mode and obtain a tradi-
tional display of the waveform to
be stored. Just press the SCOPE
button on either measurement key
pad and operate the 7854 as a
normal oscilloscope.

Once a display of the desired
waveform has been obtained,
press the ‘‘f’’ key (shift function)
and then the BOTH key. The



BOTH function allows you to
observe both the real-time wave-
form and the waveform data
stored in the OPW (operational
waveform) storage area.
At this point, it is possible to press
the AQR (acquire repetitive) button
to digitize and store the waveform.
However, for many measurements
(such as the maximum or minimum
value of a waveform) it is neces-
sary to have first established a
zero-reference for the waveform.
In oscilloscope measurements,
this is the same as grounding the
probe or input, establishing a ref-
erenceby vertically positioning the
ground trace to correspond to one
of the display division lines, and
then making measurements rela-
tive to that zero-reference line.
With the 7854, the operation of
storing a ground or zero reference
is similar. The input is grounded.
Then, instead of adjusting trace
position, the GND button on either
measurement key pad is pressed.
Pressing the GND button enters
128 samples of the ground signal
and computes their mean value
relative to the center horizontal
graticule line. Until a new refer-
enceis acquired, this computed
meanvalue is established as the
ground or zero reference forall
waveform data subsequently
stored with the AQR button.

If you’ve augmented the preceding
discussion of storage by looking up
button locations on the key pad il-
lustrations in figure 2, you’ve prob-
ably noticed several buttons other
than GND and AQRin the wave-
form acquisition section. For one,
there is AQS (acquire single-
sweep) whichis the shift function
of AQR. AQSis a special-purpose
operation to sequentially digitize
single-shot waveforms andis
detailed in the 7854 Oscilloscope
Operators Manual, TEKTRONIX
part number 070-2873-00. The
other buttons (AVERAGE 10, 100,
and 1000 on the mainframe and
AVG on the Waveform Calculator)
are of more general use in acquir-
ing repetitive waveforms. These
buttons invoke a signal averaging
process that reduces additive
noise on waveforms as they are
stored. Details on this averaging
process and the basic processes

a. Noisy waveform displayed in
SCOPE mode

CeaA te

b. Noisy waveform stored by AQR
button

c. Noisy waveform stored by AVG
1000

Figure 3. The above CRT photos
show three methods of acquiring a
noisy waveform. In a, measure-
ments require visual estimation of
center trace. In b, storage by the
AQR button includes noise com-
ponents which are included in any
measurements (e.g., MIN and MAX
at bottom of display). In c, storage
by averaging 1000 acquisitions of
the signal results in a waveform
with greatly reduced noise and
measurements occur on just the
waveform instead of the waveform
plus noise (Compare MIN and MAX
results in c to thosein b).

of waveform digitizing and storage
are discussed herein under the
heading ‘‘Basics of Waveform
Storage.’’ For now, however, it is
sufficient to just be aware of the
potential benefit of signal averag-
ing. This benefit is illustrated in
figure 3 which shows that signal
averaging is often essential to im-
proving measurement results.
Let Your Cursors Do the
Counting
The minimum and maximum
waveform values displayed at the
bottoms of the CRT photos in fig-
ures 3b and 3c were obtained by
pressing the MIN and MAX but-
tons on the measurement key pad.
The minimum function, when acti-
vated by the MIN button, simply
searches the array of stored
waveform values (the OPW)for
the minimum value. Once found,
this value is displayed in the
X-register position. Pushing the
MAX button causes the stored
waveform’s values (the OPW) to
be searched for its maximum
value. This maximum value is then
displayed at the X-register posi-
tion, and what was previously
stored in the X-register (in this
case the minimum) is shifted to
the Y-register.

In the same manner, the peak-
to-peak value (P-P), root-mean-
square value (RMS), average value
(MEAN), median or midvalue (MID),
etc., of the OPW can be computed
and displayed simply by pressing
the appropriate button. However, it
should be pointed out that these
buttons or functions by themselves
operate on the totality of OPW
values. That is, RMS or MEAN
compute strictly from the set of
stored waveform values without
regard to what portion or shape of
signal that collection of values
might represent. So if you wish to
compute the mean or RMS value
of just a selected portion of the
displayed waveform (over one
cycle of a signal or over a pulse
while excluding extraneous base-
line data) the button functions
must be limited to that desired
portion. The 7854 cursors let you
do this limiting or selecting. When
the cursors are on, the button
functions operate only on the
waveform data spanned or located
between the cursors.



Figure 4 shows a stored pulse
with the 7854 cursors turned on
and positioned to span the rising
portion of the pulse. In this partic-
ular photo, the trace intensity has
been subduedfor better visibility
of the cursors, both of which ap-
pear as bright dots on the wave-
form trace (one near the left edge
and one near midscreen).
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aUCRD = 672.imU | aHCRD = 941/5nS|lil Died ii.Figure 4. Stored waveform with the
cursor dots spanning the rising
transition. Cursor displacement is
displayed in the first line at the bot-
tom of the CRT. Rise time, bottom
center, is computed simply by
pressing the RISE button.

Turning the cursors on while view-
ing a stored waveform is simply
a matter of pressing the CRS2-1
button. When the cursors are

_

brought up, their displacement
from each other is also computed
and displayed at the bottom of the

n. This is illustrated in figure
4 where the cursors are positioned
672.1 millivolts apart vertically
(AVCRD) on the waveform and
941.5 nanoseconds apart horizon-
tally (AHCRD). Moving either
cursor left or right along the trace
is accomplished with the <CRS1>
or <CRS2> buttons. Each cursor
movement is reflected by an ap-
propriate changeof displacement
values in the readout. So, for rela-
tive measurements on waveforms
like pulse height in figure 4, where
you used to have to doalot of
finger pointing and division coun-
ting, you can now just let the cur-
sors do the counting for you.

Rise time, Fall Time, Delay, and
Width
Besides being set for pulse height
(AVCRD), the cursors in figure 4
are also set for another standard
pulse measurement, rise time. In
figure 4, the RISE button has been

RISE: FIRST
TRANSITION FALL: FIRST
BETWEEN TRANSITION
CURSOR1 & 2 AFTER CURSOR2TO CROSS 50% TO CROSS 50%

CRS 2
100%
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Figure 5. Defining pulse parameters with the cursors: The cursor 1 position
defines the pulse base (0-percent level), and cursor 2 defines the pulse top
(100 percent level). From these levels, all other levels are computed for use
in defining times of rise, fall, delay, and width.

pressed to compute the 10 to 90
percent rise time of the transition
spannedbythe cursors. The re-
sult, 105.3 nanoseconds, is dis-
played in the X-register position at
the bottom of figure 4 preceding
RISE.

Fall time can also be computed
and displayed by pressing the ‘‘f’’

key and then FALL (shift function
of RISE). This button sequence
causes the 10 to 90 percent fall
on the transition to the right of
cursor 2 to be computed.Also,
without changing the cursor posi-
tions, delay and width can be
computed by pressing the DELAY
and WIDTH buttons. This se-
quence causes both pulse pa-
rameters to be computed along
the 50 percent level as indicated
in figure 5. As each value is com-
puted by pressing a button, the
result appears in the X-register
display (causing the previously
computed result to be shifted to
the Y-register display).

Programming Your
Measurements
Suppose you need to make the
same measurements over and
over on a large number of wave-
forms. The push-button sequences
discussed thus far can reduce
time requirement and increase
measurement accuracy. Afterall,
positioning cursors and pressing
the RISE button is much faster
than the old method of counting
divisions.

But, for even more speed in com-
pleting a measurement sequence,
the Waveform Calculator button
operations can also be enteredin-
to 7854 memory as a program se-
quence. As an example of how
this is done and howit can further
speed and simplify a measure-
ment process, consider someof
the details of writing a simple pro-
gram for pulse measurement and
analysis.

In preparing to write any program,
the first step is to define the major
operations to be performed. For
example, to use the 7854 to
measure pulserise time, fall time,
delay, and width, the following
steps must be completed:

1. obtain a display of the pulse
on the oscilloscope

2. digitize and store the
waveform

3. position cursor 1 on the pulse
base (0-percent level)
preceding the first transition

4. position cursor 2 on the pulse
top (100-percent level) after
the first transition

5. initiate the RISE, FALL,
DELAY, and WIDTH functions



Next, consider each of the fore-
going steps in detail. How can
each step be performed in terms
of the type or types of waveforms
being dealt with and in termsof
the 7854’s features and how they
operate?
The first step listed for pulse
measurement, obtaining a display
of the pulse on the oscilloscope, is
fairly straightforward. The majority
of oscilloscope controls on the
7854 and its plug-ins are not pro-
grammable. Therefore, stand-
ard oscilloscope procedures are
used to obtain a reasonable real-
time display of the pulse to be
measured.

The next step, digitizing and stor-
ing the waveform, offers several
choices. One choice is to push the
sequence of buttons discussed
previously for storage. Or, with the
exception of probe grounding for
zero reference acquisition, the
operation can be programmed.Or,
if you don’t need a zero or ground
reference, the whole operation of
digitizing and storage can be done
under program control. This latter
case is a valid one for pulse
measurement analysis since a
zero reference is not necessary to
defining the relative levels used in
computing rise time, fall time,
delay, and width. So, digitizing and
storage of a pulse can be com-
pletely programmed. This is done
in line 001 listed in figure 6a,
whichis a full listing of a pulse
analysis program.

Saar ~For those not familiar with the @

Reverse Polish Notation (RPN)
of stack-oriented calculators, the
keystroke sequencesfor the various
calculations listed in figure 6 may be
confusing. To minimize this confu-
sion, read the information under the
heading ‘‘Introduction to RPN”’ before
attempting to interpret the program
listing shown in figure 6a.
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a. Program listing

LISTING
LINE NO.|PROGRAM ENTRY KEYSTROKE SEQUENCES

000|(9CNN)
(0) ©) NEXT]

001|(STORED) G) [0] [0]
002 CRS1} [0] f)
003
004 HSCL (0)

05 1A
006|(HSCL] G1) (0) &) Gl (CNS) E] [f] BHCRD) [NEXT]
007 [CRS1
008|[CRS2-1) (0)[f](VCRD) (f] VCRD) [NEXT]
oo9|HCRDIDI MOF)
010 CRS1] [0] [f] [+HCRD
011 [f] [NEXT]
012 FALL [f](=CNS) CNEXT)
013|[DELAY] (3) (0) CNS) [WIDTH
014|[STOPb. Keystroke sequencefor entering the program

Figure 6. 7854 program to automate program analysis

The program listing shown in figure
6a was enteredbyfirst putting the
7854 into the program entry mode.
Program entry is accomplished with
the front-panel PROGRAM ENTRY/
EXECUTE button (top left of the
Waveform Calculator). This button
switches the system from one mode
to the other each timeit is pressed.

With the 7854 in the program entry
mode, the keystroke sequences
shown in figure 6b are those neces-
sary to enter the pulse analysis pro-
gram. The first Sequence,corres-
ponding to line number 000, is simply
for program labeling. Its entry is
terminated by pressing the NEXT
button, which automatically assigns
a line number in sequence andpre-
pares the system for entry of the
nextline.



In line 001, the line for storing the
pulse, the first keystroke is to put
the 7854 into the stored display
mode so that the results of wave-
form storage can be viewed. The
next keystrokes cause entry of the
command to acquire the wave-
form by signal averaging it 100
times. For moreor less signal
averaging, just key in the desired
number instead of the 100in-
dicated in the listing of figure 6a.

The final keystroke to enter line
001 is the NEXT required to ter-
minate the line. Notice that NEXT
is simply a program entry opera-
tion and therefore does not appear
in the final program listing.

The next major operation after
digitizing and storage is to position
cursor 1 on the pulse base (0-per-
cent level) preceding thefirst tran-
sition. This is quite easy to do
whenit is stipulated that the pulse
must be acquired so that the left
edge (time zero) of the stored
trace will be the pulse base (see
figure 7). Given this stipulation, the
keystrokes in line 002 will cause
cursor 1 to be turned on and

moved on the trace to the horizon-
tal location representing time zero.
Specifically, ‘‘f CRS1"’ causes cur-
sor 1 to be turned on, ‘‘0’’ causes
the value zero to be entered into
the X-register, and ‘‘f >HCRD”’
causes the cursor to be moved
along the trace to the horizontal
time location currently specified in
the X-register.

The next operation, positioning
cursor 2 on the 100-percent level
of the pulse, is Somewhat more
involved. However, it is instructive
to go through the sequence both
from the standpoint of understand-
ing the pulse analysis routine and
from the standpoint of understand-
ing how the cursors can be manipu-
lated individually or together for any
other kind of analysis. As an aid
to this understanding, table 1 con-
tains some general rules governing
cursor positioning by 7854 commands.

Since a less than ideal pulse
shape is often the case in pulse
analysis, the example pulseil-
lustrated in figure 7 includes over-
shoot and ringing. This condition
means that the maximum value of
the pulse generally will not corres-
pond to the 100-percent value nor-
mally used to define rise and fall
times.

To aid in determining where the
pulse topis, it is assumed that any
ringing will be fully settled by the
time the pulse reaches 75-percent
of its duration. As illustrated in
figure 7, this location, indicated
there as ‘‘top,’’ is the point that
cursor 2 needs to be positioned to
under program control. Program
lines 002 through 010 causethis
cursor positioning to occur.

Besides being used to place cur-
sor 1 at the assumed O-percent
level, line 002 also serves to place
cursor 1 into a known or home
position. For the purposesof the
program, that home position is the
left edge of the stored trace. The
next step turns on cursor2 (line
003). Cursor 2 is then put into its
known or home position, the right
edge of the stored trace.
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Figure 7. Defining locations on the acquired pulse for automatic cursor
positioning with a 7854 keystroke routine

Table |

Rules for Cursor Positioning by >HCRD and >VCRD

trace positioning result in error conditions.
* >HCRDcauseshorizontal positioning according to the value stored in
the X-register.

* >VCRD causes vertical positioning according to the value stored in the
X-register.

Cursor 1 On (f CRS1)
* Positioning by >HCRD is relative to the right side of the stored trace
(time zero).

rent cursor position for a vertical value equal to that in the X-register; if
the value isn’t found by the time the right edge is reached, the search

tion.
* All waveform operations (e.g., peak-to-peak, min, max, etc.) are confined

Cursor 1 and 2 On (CRS2-1)
* >HCRDcausescursor2 to be positioned relative to cursor 1 by the
amount stored in the X-register.

rent cursor 2 position for a vertical displacement from cursor1 that
equals the value stored in the X-register; if the displacement isn’t found
by the time the right edge of the trace is reached, the search continues
from the cursor 1 position back to the original cursor 2 position.

* All waveform operations (e.g., peak-to-peak, min, max, etc.) are confined
to the stored trace values spanned by the cursor positions.

* Cursors can only be positioned on the stored trace (OPW); attempts atoff-

* Positioning by >VCRD is determined by a search to the right of the cur-

continues from the left edge of the display up to the original cursor posi-

to stored trace values to the right of and including the cursor 1 position.

* Positioning by >VCRD is determined by a search to the right of the cur-

In terms of time data points, the
right edge of the stored trace is
ten times the horizontal scale fac-
tor. But since cursor 2 moves
relative to cursor 1, which has
already been placed on the first
point (time zero), the differential
time needed for cursor 2 position-
ing is ten times the horizontal
scale factor less one time incre-
ment. Actual computation of this
differential time begins in line 004
where the horizontal time per
waveform point is computed. The
result is then stored in 1 CNS (line
005) and then used in line 006 to
compute the differential time
necessary to position cursor 2 on
the last point of the stored trace.
The last commandin line 006
causes this cursor 2 positioning to
occur.

At this stage, both cursors have
been established at homeposi-
tions. Cursor 1 is on the left-most
point of the stored trace, and cur-
sor 2 is on the right-most point.

Line 007 begins positioning of the
cursors to span thefirst pulse
transition. This operation is started
by calling up cursor 1, computing
the middle vertical value of the
pulse, and then positioning cursor
1 to that point. This sequence puts
cursor 1 generally near the center
of the pulse’s first transition.



The next line, 008, positions cur-
sor 2 at the same vertical level on
the second transition. The opera-
tion is done byfirst calling up cur-
sor 2, entering a value of zero into
the X-register, and then causing a
double search for that differential
vertical value. Since cursor 2 was
previously positioned at the right-
most point on the stored trace, the
first search begins at the cursor1
position. This is the first incidence
of zero vertical differential, and
cursor 2 is moved to overlap the
cursor 1 position. The next search
is to the right of that and finds the
next incidence of zero differential.
Assuming that pulse ringing does
not equal or exceed the mid vertical
value, the second occurrence of
zero differential is on the second
transition. Thus, the second search
places cursor 2 on the second tran-
sition at a level equal to the level of
cursor 1. The resulting horizontal
difference between cursors (HCRD)
provides a reasonable estimate of
pulse width andis used in line 009 to
place cursor2 on the pulse top.

With cursor2 in position, the cur-
sors can be turned off and cursor
1 brought up again byitself for
positioning on the assumed pulse
base at time zero. This is done in

line 010. Then, with both cursors
finally positioned to span the tran-
sition, they can be brought up
together to compute pulse
parameters. Rise time, fall time,
delay, and width are computed in
lines 011-013 and the values
stored in constant storage loca-
tions 1 CNS through 4 CNS.

When the above program has
been keyed in, the 7854 is
returned to the execute mode.
This is done by pressing the PRO-
GRAM ENTRY/EXECUTE button on
the Waveform Calculator
keyboard. When the 7854 display
changes from program lines to a
waveform display, the instrument
is in the execute mode.

Straightline Branch

line 003

Condition
Met?

YES

line nnn
STOP

line 006

line nnn
STOP

Condition

line nnn
STOP

Loop Subroutine

line 001

line 003
(041 GSB)

line 005 line 005
(041-GsB)|- - 4Met?

22-1

line 006

|
|

|

|

|

line 040 |

|

O
\

4

as a ae

Figure 8. Program flow can be straightline or altered conditionally or un-
conditionally by several programming devices including branches, loops,
and subroutines.

To use the pulse analysis program,
simply press SCOPE and obtain a
display of the pulse you want to
analyze. Then press f START on
the Waveform Calculator. This ini-
tiates program execution causing
the displayed pulse to be stored,
the cursors to be placed, and the
four pulse parameters to be compu-
ted and stored, all without pressing
any additional buttons. To display
any of the results in the X-register
area, simply press the constant
number and the CNS button. For
example, to display fall time in the
X-register area, press 2 CNS.
To analyze another pulse with the
program, return the 7854 to the os-
cilloscope display mode bypress-
ing SCOPE. Then adjust the 7854
for a display of the new pulse and
start the program again by press-
ing f START.

Other Programming Techniques
The pulse analysis program used
in the example follows a form
which can be referred to as a
straightline program. In other
words, the program executes one
line after the other in numeric
order. However, other types of
program flow are often necessary
to solve more complex problems.
Some flow types are shown in
figure 8. In sophisticated applica-
tions, it is not unusual for all of
these to occur one or more times
in a single program.

The 7854 Oscilloscope with the
Waveform Calculator provides
capabilities for all of the flow
types illustrated in figure 8. For
branching or looping, the condi-
tional test can be done with either
the IF Y>X or IF X=Y functions.
These two functions test the con-
tents of the X and Y registers for
the indicated condition (> or = ).

If the condition is met, program
execution goes to the command
immediately following the IF. If
not, execution drops to the next
program line.



As an example of usage, consider
constructing an iterative loop with
the IF X= Y function. Such a loop
for counting to 512 is shown in
figure 9, where the looping or
iterations span lines 002 through
005.

000 LeePe Siae 1)002 Le2ae ee ee)004 5 CNS 512 IFX*eY 3 LBL GOTOeeeeCae0)

Figure 9. A simple iterative loop
using 5 CNS to store the index and
IF X=Y to check for completion

Before the loop begins, a loop count-
er or index must be set. This is done
in line 001 of figure 9, where 5 CNS
is set to zero. Then, in line 002, the
beginning of the loop (the return
point) is labeled as LO2 (press f LNN
02). The next line, 03, increments
the index (5 CNS)by 1, and the fol-
lowing line checksto seeif the count
has reached 512 yet.
The check is performedbyfirst
pushing the value of 5 CNS onto
the stack. This is followed by the
loop terminating value, 512. The
value of 5 CNS is nowin the Y-re-
gister, and 512 isin the X-register.
IF X = Y compares the register
contents for equivalence and directs
the next program move accord-
ingly. On the first execution of the

loop, 5 CNS hasonly beenincre-
mented once,so the Y-register
holds a value of 1. Since 1 is not
equal to 512, execution after the
comparison moves directly to the
next program line, 005. Line 005
directs execution to label 2, which
is line 002 and is back at the begin-
ning of the loop. Execution contin-
ues from there, repeating the loop
again and again, incrementing the
value of 5 CNS each time until it is
512. After equivalence is reached,
the command immediately following
the IF X= Y is executed causing a
branch outof the loop (execution
goesto label 3 which is at line 006).

A simple example of using an
iterative loop with the 7854 is
given in figure 10 where the pro-
gram shown builds an ideal
square pulse in the 0 WFM
storage area. Such internally
generated waveforms are often
useful to test the validity of
analysis programs.

The final type of program flow
shown in figure 8 is that using a
subroutine. A subroutine is ex-
tremely useful where the same
calculation must be used at
several different places in a pro-
gram. Instead of keying in the
same operation at each place of
need, it can be entered once as a
subroutine. This method saves
keystrokes during program entry
as well as conserves program
storage space.
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Typically, subroutines are located
after the body of the main pro-
gram, as illustrated in figure 8. In
all cases, each subroutine must
be terminated with an RTN (return)
function.

Each time the operations of a
subroutine are needed by the
main program, they can be called
by a GSB (go to subroutine) com-
mand. The GSB causes execution
to jump from the main program to
the first subroutine line. The
subroutine executes, and then the
RTN at the end of the subroutine
causes a jump back to the main
program line immediately following
the GSB.

Interfaced for Extended
Capabilities
The Waveform Calculator features
of the 7854 Oscilloscope literally
reduce most common waveform
measurements to a matterof
simply pressing a few buttons.
And some features — like RMS
and MEAN — add measurement
Capabilities not usually associated
with oscilloscopes. The capability
of storing key-strokes as a pro-
gram lets you reduce many exten-
sive measurement sequences to a
matter of simply pressing a few
buttons to get the program
started. It’s like stepping up from
a slide rule to a sophisticated
calculator...plus more.
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Figure 10. Using an iterative loop to generate ideal pulse data. The loop (lines 018-022) generates the square pulse,
and the 1 SMOOTH (line 024) gives it one-division transition durations.

Besidesits internal computational
and programming features, the
7854 Oscilloscope also offers
GPIB* compatibility, with a GPIB
interface included as standard
equipment. This feature makes it
ready to connect to any GPIB
compatible controller (desk-top
calculator or minicomputer). Plus,
the 7854 contains enhancements
to ease transfer of digitized
waveforms over the GPIB. This
means you can quickly transform
your 7854 Oscilloscope from a
bench-top analysis tool to a front-
end processing unit in a larger
waveform analysis system. When
that happens, the extent of your
waveform measurement and
analysis capabilities becomes
almost limitless.

*GPIB is the acronym for the General Purpose Interface
Bus which has been implemented in the 7854 in accord-
ance with IEEE Standard 488-1978.
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